Engineering & Expertise

Transient analysis

Water hammer
Introduction

Water hammer occurs whenever the fluid velocity in pipe systems suddenly changes, such as at pump stop, pump startup or valve opening and closure. It is important to design pump systems to prevent water hammer in order to avoid potentially devastating consequences, such as damage to components and equipment and risks to personnel.

Determining how to prevent water hammer requires a fundamental understanding of fluid properties, governing equations and the design and operation of pipe systems, valves, pumps and pump stations. We will present the basic principles of water hammer, application equations, risk potential as well as methods of evaluating water hammer and mitigating and/or eliminating the consequences of these type of transient events.

Achieving lowest total cost of ownership

When providing pumping solutions, Flygt prefers to take the total cost of ownership into consideration.

- Investment costs
  Costs associated with design, excavation, civil work, product purchases, installation and commissioning.

- Operational costs
  Over time, energy usage and maintenance costs are often the major contributors to the overall costs along with the cost of labor required to run the system.

- Unplanned costs
  When things go wrong, such as pump failures stemming from problematic station design, costs can skyrocket. Unexpected downtime can cause sewer backups, overflows, basement flooding and untreated effluent. On top of that, you have to repair pumps and take corrective measures regarding the station design.

Engineering & Expertise

Thanks to our engineering expertise, we can lower your total cost of ownership. We can analyze your system using state-of-the-art computational programs. We can test your pump station using scale models if required. We can also provide you with reference installations that are similar to your project. All of this together with our premium products provides you with an optimized design.
Hydraulic transient analysis: Preventing water hammer

Water hammer is a type of hydraulic transient that refers to rapid changes of pressure in a pipe system that can have devastating consequences, such as collapsing pipes and ruptured valves. It is therefore important to understand the phenomena that contribute to transient formation and be able to accurately calculate and analyze changes as well as maximum and minimum pressures occurring in a pipe system.

Causes and effects of water hammer
Rapid pressure changes are a result of rapid changes in flow, which generally occur in a pipe system after pump shut-off, although it may also occur at pump start or at valve opening or closing. Because of the compressibility of water and the elasticity of pipes, pressure waves will then propagate in the pipe until they are attenuated at a velocity, which is dependent upon pipe material and wall thickness.

The effects of the water hammer vary, ranging from slight changes in pressure and velocity to sufficiently high pressure or vacuum through to failure of fittings, burst pipes and pump damage. Pump stop can create hard-to-handle water hammer conditions; the most severe conditions result from a sudden power failure that causes all pumps to stop simultaneously.

Calculating maximum pressure increase
Joukowsky’s formula, which originates from Newton’s laws of motion, describes the pressure change that results from a rapid change in velocity. By analyzing the formula, it is clear that the larger the magnitude of the velocity change and the larger the magnitude of the wave speed, the greater the change in pressure will be.

Joukowsky’s formula is expressed as:

\[ \Delta H = \frac{\Delta Q \cdot a}{g \cdot A} \]

\( \Delta H \) = Change in pressure
\( a \) = Velocity of pressure wave
\( \Delta Q \) = Change in flow
\( g \) = Acceleration due to gravity
\( A \) = Pipe area

Example
If a velocity in a pipe suddenly changes from 3 m/s (~10 ft/s) to zero due to a valve closure and the pipe material is steel with a wave speed of 1100 m/s (3600 ft/s), acceleration due to gravity constant is ~9.81 m/s² (32.17 ft/s²). This will result in a pressure change of ~336 m (1100 ft).

Reliable low-cost, high-efficiency operation
By calculating the pressure profile and the force of water hammer using engineering software, it is possible to recommend the installation of the optimal protection device. By eliminating the risk of failure due to water hammer in pipe systems, it is possible to attain the highest possible reliability of the pump station at the lowest possible total cost of ownership.
Factors that affect the consequences of water hammer

While it is difficult to determine when the risk of water hammer exists and calculations are required, there are several factors that generally indicate when taking precautions against water hammer is advisable.

**Pipeline profile**
The minimum pressure line (green profile in graph below) depends upon various factors such as the wave speed and the pump’s moment of inertia. Therefore the minimum pressure line will retain the same shape regardless of the pipeline profile (dark blue profiles) as long as no vaporization occurs. The magnitude of the subpressure that the pipe will experience will therefore depend on the pipeline profile, i.e., the distance between the minimum pressure line and the pipeline profile (see graph).

**Pipeline length**
Pipe length will influence the reflection time and the inertia of water inside the pipe. The longer the pipe is, the longer the reflection time, that is, the time it takes for the wave to reflect at the outlet and return to the starting point. In addition, the longer the pipe, the larger the mass of water that will affect the moment of inertia of the water column. Generally speaking, whenever the pipe length is greater than 300 m (985 ft) in length, the risk of subpressures exists and water hammer calculations should be conducted.
**Moment of inertia**
A pump’s moment of inertia plays a critical role in water hammer events. The higher the moment of inertia, the longer the pump will continue to rotate after shut-off. A higher moment of inertia minimizes pressure drops before the reflecting wave raises the pressure again.

**Pipe material and dimensions**
Joukowsky’s equation states that the magnitude of water hammer is directly proportional to the velocity of the wave propagation. Wave propagation velocity depends on the elasticity of the pipe walls and the compressibility of the liquid.

A typical value for wave propagation velocity in PVC pipes containing water is 300 m/s (985 ft/s) and for steel pipes 1,100 m/s (3600 ft/s). The pipe dimensions will also affect the wave speed.

**Filling around the pipeline**
The type of filling and packing method used around the pipeline has a direct impact on the external pressure on the pipelines. Due to the pressure changes created by water hammer, there will be oscillations of the pipe in the ground, therefore the filling around the pipe will have a great effect on the wear of the pipe. Sharp stones, for example, will tear the pipe exterior.

For submerged pipes, consideration must also be given to the depth of the pipe because the pipe wall is subject to the difference in pressure between the pressure inside the pipe and the external pressure from the surrounding water. If the pressure from the surrounding water is greater than the pressure inside the pipe, there is a risk of collapse or buckling.
Water hammer can have devastating effects on the pump system. These include instant pipe failure, weakening of pipe sections, fatigue and external wear.

**Instant pipeline failure**

Pipelines may collapse due to subpressure or rupture due to overpressure, but are generally more susceptible to subpressure than overpressure. Column separation may also occur if pressure at specific locations in the pipe system drops to the vapor pressure of the pumped liquid, causing vacuum conditions.

Cavitation usually occurs at high points in the pipeline but may also occur in flat areas of the pipe system. The collapse of the vapor pockets can cause dramatic high-pressure transients if the water columns rejoin too rapidly. This, in turn, may cause the pipeline to rupture. Vaporous cavitation may also result in pipe flexure, which can damage pipe linings.

The pipe's ability to withstand subpressure depends on the material properties of the pipe, wall thickness, how the pipes are laid, type of filling used as well as how the filling is packed. Only soft earth of good quality that does not contain stones, boulders, root or vegetation should be used as filling to prevent the pipes from assuming a shape that is more oval than round. Pipes with an oval shape do not tolerate pressure variations as well as pipes with a circular shape.

For on-off regulated pumps, the maximum subpressure that a pipe can tolerate should be obtained from the pipe manufacturer. If no other information is available, a minimum pressure of -4 to -6 mwc (-13 to -20 ft of water column) may be used to dimension protection systems for plastic pipes, which includes proper safety margins. When determining the risk of collapse for submerged pipes, it is critical to take the surrounding water pressure into account because the pipe wall will be exposed to the differences in pressure.
**Weakened pipeline section**

Pipe failure can also occur after a period of time due to a weakened pipeline section. The cause of the weakened section may be corrosion, erosion due to flow or cavitation implosion. Regardless of cause, the weakened section is sensitive to water hammer, which can lead to upsurge, downsurge, cracking or rupture.

**Fatigue and external wear**

Pipe fatigue and external wear are also common occurrences. Axial pipe movement due to water hammer causes wear on the pipe, especially in a pump system with frequent starts and stops. Most pipeline materials are more sensitive to fatigue due to subpressure rather than overpressure, and pipe fatigue is more pronounced when using plastic pipes. Dimensioning of subpressure depends largely on the pipe material and wall thickness and therefore this should be obtained from the pipe manufacturer.

**Slamming valves**

Slamming valves are often misunderstood to be caused by water hammer, but this is generally not the case. Instead slamming valves are typically the cause of very high water column occurring at pump stop. When the pump is stopped, the water decelerates and reverses direction. A fast water column retardation is often generated in systems where we do not have problems with water hammer. Typically slamming valves can be seen in a system with a short pipe length and a relatively high static head while water hammer typically appears in systems with long pipe length and small static head. A high head and a short pipe length will cause a high water column deceleration. Calculations to predict the possibility of a slamming valve can be done manually; however, to be more precise, the use of water hammer calculation software is recommended.
Selecting appropriate protection

When selecting the appropriate method of protection for a pipe system, it is important to consider various factors, such as the number of pumps in operation, conditions during normal stop and power failure as well as the risk of buckling, fatigue and clogging. It is critical that the protection method used is based on thorough understanding of the effect that the method will have on the system and that the protection method is dimensioned accordingly on a case-by-case basis. Protection equipment can be divided in two groups: active protection and passive protection.

Active protection

Devices used to actively protect the pump station against the effects of water hammer are dependent upon power supply. Therefore these methods only protect the pipeline during normal pump stops. Examples of active protection include variable frequency drives, soft starters and slow-closing valves.

Variable frequency drives

A variable frequency drive (VFD) is an electric control that can change the frequency of the current to the pump and thereby change the impeller speed. Generally intended to control flow to save energy or to achieve certain process demands, the use of VFD for pumping systems offers the added benefit of reducing water hammer effects by ramping down the pumps.

Pros: Fast and easy to dimension, VFDs are easy to operate and do not require any supervision.

Cons: In the event of a power failure, VFDs will not work. In addition, they are quite expensive especially for small pump stations.

Soft starters

A soft starter is generally used to reduce the current when starting the pump. More advanced soft starters can also be used to ramp down the flow when stopping the pumps.

Pros: A soft starter is an economical alternative to a VFD.

Cons: Soft starters do not function in the event of a power failure and the ramp down time is more limited than with a VFD.

Slow-closing valves

To prevent the occurrence of low pressures, slow-closing valves gradually decrease the flow before the power to the pump is shut off. It can be a time-consuming procedure, especially for long pipe systems, so for cases such as these, the use of valves with multi-stage motors is recommended. This enables the speed at which the valve is closed to occur at a slightly faster rate during the first 70 to 80% of the valve closure and then at an extremely slow rate during the last 20 to 30% of the valve closure.

Pros: These can be an economical alternative to other protection methods.

Cons: Slow-closing valves are not suitable for the protection of the pipeline in the event of power failure.

Stop without ramp down: Rapid decrease in pressure results in subpressure along the pipe.

Stop with ramp down does not result in harmful subpressure in the pipe.
Passive protection

Passive protection equipment operates without the need for additional power supply and can therefore be used to protect the pipe system in the event of a power failure. Air chambers, surge towers and air inlet/release valves are methods used to provide passive protection.

**Air chambers**

*Standard air chamber*

An air chamber is a reservoir, connected to the pipeline, which is filled with liquid and compressed air. When the pressure drops after a pump stop, liquid from the air chamber is discharged into the pipe system thereby slowly decelerating the flow and preventing low pressures.

A large air chamber installation protecting the pipe system.

**Pros:** This is a reliable, almost maintenance-free method, which also operates in the event of a power failure.

**Cons:** Valve slamming can result from an air chamber that is connected too closely to pumps and check valves. In addition, if a large chamber is required, an air chamber can be expensive. The air also needs to be recharged periodically.

*Bladder air chamber*

Bladder air chamber works like an air chamber but contains a bladder with compressed air inside. The bladder is airtight, which prevents air from mixing with the liquid. For ease of installation, pressure in the bladder can be factory pre-charged.

**Pros:** The method is maintenance free and provides protection in the event of a power failure.

**Cons:** If a large air chamber is required, it can be expensive.

**Surge tower**

This open tower or tank contains water connected to the force main and is used to reduce subpressures that occur in pipe systems. It essentially functions like an air chamber except that the tower is open to atmospheric pressure and the potential energy is stored in the height of the water column rather than in the pressurized air. At pump stoppage, the pressure in the pipes decreases and the surge tower releases water into the force main to compensate for the low pressure.

**Pros:** The method is maintenance free and provides protection in the event of a power failure.

**Cons:** Tower height must be higher than the total dynamic head when all pumps are operating, which can be expensive.

**Air inlet valves or release valves**

Air inlet valves, or release valves, are mounted along the pipelines at locations where subpressure occurs. The valves permit air to enter the pipe when the pressure in the pipe falls below a pre-set value. To prevent the formation of air pockets at the highest elevations in the pipe system, this air must then be evacuated through an air release valve. If the air is released too quickly, the liquid column forcing the air out of the system can gain velocity. Once all the air is discharged and the liquid column abruptly stops, high pressure can arise.

**Pros:** The installation costs can, in some cases, be more economical.

**Cons:** Undesirable odors, clogging and the potential separation of water columns. It is important to completely purge all of the air out of the system since any air trapped in the system consumes a considerable amount of energy.
Determining the effects of water hammer

Theoretical analysis

In order to analyze and, if required, identify the correct method of protection, it is necessary to perform a theoretical analysis of the pump system, which is usually done through computational analysis. There are various water hammer and hydraulic transient software packages available. However, in order to perform accurate and reliable calculations, we have developed our own engineering calculation software with unique Flygt pump data built in. The Flygt Engineering Tool is based on years of experience, cooperation with universities and international suppliers and extensive research and development.

It features a module for transient analysis in pump systems under various operating conditions, including pump stop, pump start and ramp down with variable frequency drive. The Flygt Engineering Tool may also be used to evaluate the need to use protection methods and, subsequently, model systems with protection devices, such as variable frequency drives, air chambers and/or surge towers. Recommendations for different methods of protection are made, including detailed information such as the dimensions for an air chamber or surge tower.

The main results are presented in two graphs. One graph provides the pipe profile showing the maximum and minimum pressures along the pipe. The other provides head, flow and relative pump speed, or air chamber volume, as a function of time.

Calculation methods

To calculate fluid transients, the Flygt Engineering Tool uses the same state-of-the-art methods used for most commercial software. Our software employs the transient equations that are derived from two governing equations: the equation of motion and the continuity equation. For computational calculations, these equations must be transformed into a set of finite-difference equations. To fix boundary conditions, the Flygt Engineering Tool uses the method of characteristics and applies them to these finite-difference equations.

Left-side boundary condition: Pump station

The boundary at the left side is the pump station, which consists of a variable number of pumps. In addition to the pumps, the Flygt Engineering Tool provides different types of protection devices, which if selected will become part of the left-side boundary condition. New values for the head and flow are calculated according to the laws of physics for the specified pump station using the Newton-Raphson iteration method.
Physical testing

Flygt conducts extensive physical hydraulic testing in our laboratories, which contributes to a thorough understanding of fluids dynamics and system engineering know-how. While other transient calculation software uses general data, the Flygt Engineering Tool uses accurately measured data from specific pump models to calculate transient effects in its water hammer module. Testing of Flygt pumps is detailed and recorded in all operating modes, thereby making it possible to represent all pumps in various modes of operation on the four-quadrant diagram. This provides accurately measured data that is used in the calculations for the Flygt Engineering Tool.

Right-side boundary condition: Outlet

The Flygt Engineering Tool enables the right-side boundary condition to be selected either as a submerged outlet or as a free outlet. If the submerged outlet condition is selected, the right-side boundary will have the water level over the submerged outlet as pressure. If the free outlet condition is selected, the boundary will have atmospheric pressure.

Pump operation

When stopping a pump in a long pipe system, the pump will go through different modes of operation. Knowledge of the complete pump operation is essential in order to perform accurate water hammer calculations. The illustration here describes the different modes created by the change in impeller speed and the flow when the pump is operating under normal rotation and reverse rotation. Accurate measurement of this data is important in order to be able to achieve accurate calculations.

One of the test setups used to measure four-quadrant data.
Proven worldwide

Flygts has performed water hammer analysis on thousands of installations around the world and has recommended and dimensioned protection methods. Engineering expertise and years of experience have resulted in the success of these installations. Two such cases are described below.

Sweden: Pump station

Challenge
One of Stockholm’s main pump stations, which handled major volumes of sewage water, required upgrading. Originally installed in 1930, the double-suction pump installation, including equipment and a 1200 mm (47”) pressure pipe to the treatment plant, was prone to failure and unplanned stops, causing flooding into the Baltic Sea.

Solution
To safeguard the Swedish capital’s well-deserved reputation for clean water, the city of Stockholm selected us to upgrade the original pump station to a Flygt pump station.

Four new pumps were installed to replace the existing three and the maximum flow from the station increased by 59 percent, from 2.2 m³/s to 3.5 m³/s (35,000 to 55,000 US gpm). The 1,200 mm (47”) pipe underwent major renovation and a second parallel pipe of 900 mm (35”) was installed. Due to a small storage volume, the pumps required speed regulation. During rainy periods when flow is high, three to four pumps transport wastewater into both pressure pipes. During dry weather conditions, the daytime flow varies between 0.7 and 1 m³/s (11,000 and 17,000 US gpm) and the 1,200 mm (47”) pipe is used; at night, the flow rate is between 0 and 0.7 m³/s (11,000 US gpm) and the 900 mm (35”) pipe is used.

To prevent harmful transient effects such as water hammer during pump stop from occurring in the pipeline, a feed pipe connected to Lake Mälaren just west of the city has been installed. The feed pipe is equipped with check valves; if there is subpressure in the pipeline after the pumps, lake water will be fed into the system.

An air chamber, surge tower and air inlet valves are normally used to prevent water hammer problems at pump stop – whether a planned stop or in the event of a power failure. In the inlet pipes of the Flygt pump station have check valves installed from the lake side at a position above the lake’s maximum water level right after the pumps. In case of any low pressure after the pump, the check valves will open and the lake will work as a surge tower with an infinite volume.
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Sweden: Cooling water for gas-fired power plant

Challenge
A gas-fired power plant in southern Sweden required a supply of cooling water to be pumped through a long pipe, which is sensitive to water hammer, to heat exchangers that are sensitive to rapid changes in pressure.

Solution
Due to a low lift system, Flygt propeller pumps are used to deliver approximately 6 m³/s (95,000 US gpm). The propeller pumps transport seawater, which is used as cooling water, into a surge tower in order to pressurize the pipeline. The surge tower guarantees that no rapid changes in pressure will occur in the pipe system, thereby preventing water hammer.
To ensure reliable and highly efficient operation, we offer comprehensive support and service for pump station design, system analysis, installation, commissioning, operation and maintenance.

Design tools

When you design pump stations, we can offer advanced engineering tools to generate sump designs. Our design recommendations give you essential information regarding dimensions and layout. In short, we assist you every step of the way to make sure you optimize performance and achieve energy-efficient operations.

Theoretical analysis

Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) can provide far more detailed information about the flow field in a fraction of the time required to get the same information through physical hydraulic scale model testing. Using CFD in combination with computer-aided design (CAD) tools, it is possible to obtain a more efficient method of numerical simulation for pump station design.

To obtain a reliable, energy-efficient pumping system, it is important to analyze all modes of operation. To analyze the transient effects at pump start and stop with respect to flow and head as well as the electrical parameters such as current and torque, it is also important to have an accurate mathematical description of the pump and motor, which is gained, in part, from extensive testing in our laboratories.
Physical testing

Physical hydraulic scale model testing can provide reliable, cost-effective solutions to complex hydraulic problems. This is particularly true for pump stations in which the geometry departs from recommended standards or where no prior experience with the application exists. Scale model testing can also be employed to identify solutions for existing installations and has proven to be a far less expensive way to determine the viability of possible solutions than through trial and error at full scale.

When our standard design recommendations are not met, we can assist in determining the need for physical testing as well as planning and arranging the testing and evaluating the results.

Reference installations

We have conducted system analysis and designed pump stations for thousands of installations around the world. Engineering expertise and years of experience gained from the design and operation of these installations have been a critical success factor when analyzing, testing and commissioning new pump installations.
ITT is a global provider of water handling and treatment solutions for municipal and industrial customers in more than 140 countries. The company designs and delivers energy-efficient solutions and related services for water and wastewater transport, biological treatment, filtration, and disinfection through five global brands – Flygt, Godwin Pumps, Leopold, Sanitaire and Wedeco.

The company maintains the industry’s most extensive sales and service organization, operating both locally and globally to meet the needs of customers. And by combining its world-class products and engineering expertise, ITT can offer integrated and multi-discipline solutions including full process design, equipment selection and supply, installation, commissioning and operator training.

To learn more, please visit the company’s website: http://www.ittwww.com/.